In Our Time

Melvyn Bragg : Hello,Mahatma Ghandi said that freedom and slavery are mental states,that maybe but in the last 25 centuries,freedom has been a subject of enquiry for philosophers,theologians and politicians who've attempted to define the conditions required for humans to be free,not just in their minds but in the wider world.
Some have argued that man is naturally free,and no law should confine his liberty,others countered that laws are the only way to preserve freedom,they protect us from the slavery of the abyss. Individual freedom is a recent invention,"is freedom service?" some have asked. The very idea of freedom is riddled with constraints,limitations and qualifications,and yet it's seen by many as the most basic of human rights,and for some as a principle worth fighting and dying for. How did freedom become such a powerful value,and is there such a thing as natural freedom or is it always culturally defined? And what happens when our ideas about freedom conflict?
With me to discuss on the 4th July - Independence Day,for the land of the free,are John Keen,professor of Politics at the University of Westminster,and author of the forthcoming "History of Democracy",Bernard Williams,fellow All Souls, Oxford,professor of Philosophy at the University of California,and author of the forthcoming book "Truth and Truthfulness",and Annabel Brett lecturer in History at the University of Cambridge,and author of "Liberty,Right and Nature(?) :Individual Rights in Later Scholastic Thought".
John Keen,in the Greek world of men and gods,how much freedom did they think it was possible for human beings to achieve in their own right?

John Keen : Well freedom is one of those promiscuous words,one could say that there's no such thing as freedom,luckily,because freedom always entails conflicting definitions,different institutional forms of freedom and of course conflicts with other ideals,so to talk of freedom is to go troping and troping the Greeks did,it was a very precious image for the classical Greek world.You can find all kinds of remaining texts riddled with the word. Pythagoras "no man is free who is not master of himself. Plato tells us that children are raised in the ideal republic under the banner of freedom by inculcating the polity within them and then they are set free,and Democritus that great democrat says. that freedom through democracy is much more desirable than so called well being under tyrants.  So freedom is an agreed principle,and agreed language for the Greeks,but what's striking is their disagreement about it's meaning and basically there are two different approaches.
One is the idea that freedom is responsibility towards others,and it can come in a couple of forms. For example through a well ordered polity,which is based on reason,this is Plato's idea,he speaks about rulers as craftsman of freedom.
The other version of this idea of freedom as responsibility towards others is through public life. This was the view for example,that the democrats championed,but not everybody accepted this,and one of the really interesting things about the Greek world of freedom,were those early shall we say the anarchists,punks,the cynics,the dogs,who thought that freedom was an utterly conventional term,who set out...set about trying to satirise,through humour,but seriously through humour,the existing customs and understandings of freedom so that for them,freedom is living simply,it's living outrageously,urinating,defecating,masturbating,in the Agara...free love...

Melvyn Bragg :  You came a long way from Plato quite quickly there,John!

John Keen :  We have! (chuckles break out) And so we have in short,the view that freedom is in the Greek world a deeply contested term,that's why I say there's no such thing as freedom,luckily.

Melvyn Bragg :   When you talk about freedom in that sense,just to define something a little more clearly,you're talking about freedom for a few men?

John Keen :   Yes.

Melvyn Bragg :    We're talking about a society in which there is slavery,there are women who are non-political persons and so and so forth....

John Keen :   In which foreigners...

Melvyn Bragg :   Can you just define that a little bit?

John Keen :   Yes,it is of course a language. The language of freedom is restricted to a small minority of the population [Maybe it's a Minority Report -LB] over 20,male,property owning,having slaves,no women,no foreigners,no craftsman and this is a very restricted view and yet highly infectious [Like a religious meme - LB],and one can see that the very birth of the ideal of democracy, the very birth of cynicism ,the protest against social customs and political conventions is part of this cauldron which we call freedom.

Melvyn Bragg :   Annabel Brett,how did they justify having slaves and not allowing in craftsman,foreigners and women and so on?

Annabel Brett : One of the most famous proponents of this idea that there was some kind of natural distinction between people who should be ruled and people who were by nature fitted to rule is of course Aristotle. Now Aristotle's views on freedom are quite interesting,he does in book 4 of the politics,canvas what he calls the democratic idea of freedom,and this is the idea that, we might find very attractive,that you can live as you will,it's living for the moment,that is what freedom is. But for Aristotle that's a false ideal,because that means that you're dominated by the moment and by your pleasures of the moment,and by appetite,and his definition of a natural slave in book 1 of the politics,is really the extreme of that,this is the person who really does not have the reason at all,at least in a form in which it's sufficient to command oneself.So for Aristotle the natural master,and in fact the naturally free person is the person with reason,because it's reason that gives you the ability to direct yourself,a natural master has foresight [1Cor 13:12] - he can see ahead,so that he can escape for this kind of immediacy of the desires of moment,the animal world and into a rational world of freedom,which is of course,for Aristotle, the world of the city.

Melvyn Bragg :   Bernard Williams,would you like to take up on anything that's been said before moving forward?

Bernard Williams : Well,the point I really want to emphasise,is that there's one notion of how free we are in acting,as people as deliberative persons,as people who can think what to do [http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/freeuni.html],and another notion of freedom which is a political status,and one feature of the ancient world is to link those two questions together by saying,there are some people who are just better at deciding what to do,and they should have full political freedom,and there's other people,like women,who are very bad at deciding what to do,because they get overcome by their passions,and they're not very clever.
[http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/hardie.html]
Moreover,moreover,the ancients had a condition of political unfreedom,which was totally radical,the condition of being a slave [See "Being Human" with Robin Williams -LB] and that literally meant,well it was different in different parts of the ancient world,but  it fundamentally meant in Athens being somebody else's property. Now Aristotle tried to justify that outrageous political system,in terms of a theory of the mind,he tried to say,there were natural slaves [Note that what is deemed natural is not necessarily that which is most pure and good see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/natural.html- LB]
 because they weren't capable really of thinking what to do.

[Kurt Vonnegut satirises the situation and the rather alarming paradox facing the "masters" or rather those stuck in between in "Harrison Bergeron"- only someone outside the system can see the faults of the system - Harrison draws the same conclusion that the supercomputer in "War Games" draws - "The only winning solution is not to play" - see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/wanna.html - LB]

They  were as it were deliberative disasters,slaves. Now this is complete bunkum,and most ancient Greeks didn't believe it. Most ancient Greeks didn't think that slavery was justified,they thought it was necessary. They took the same view as we do of there being some people in considerable poverty.

[It's necessary? That's bunkum - there's enough to go around if only greed and the mentality that feeds it could be controlled,and paper pushers and business types would realise what actually matters "Don't feed the people but we feed the machines" N Peart. -LB ]

Namely,they don't....it's not really that it's just ..it's just that it's an inevitable of a  necessary system.

[That's a load of codswallop - there's a problem with the system -and so it's needs changing and only the "superior cynics" have any capacity to see what is wrong and do anything about it - LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Can I ....?

John Keen :   But...may I say that....

Melvyn Bragg :  Sorry...

John Keen :   ..here the question of slavery is tied very intimately to freedom,but I think that in the ancient Greek world,it was understood a little bit differently that Bernard has just put it. First of all there is the problem of the necessaries...the production of the necessaries of life. The Greeks typically had an aristocratic understanding of freedom,someone has to give birth to children,someone has to produce children,someone has to produce food,and other necessaries of life....

Bernard Williams :  (agrees indistinctly)...sure.

John Keen :  ..and this is...and this is an ineluctable fact.

[ It needn't be delegated though through a hierarchy - Channel 4 showed that  a city had been built by the Indus peoples - a society had been created that had free running water - flushing toilets and apparently few weapons and mostly toys have been found at the site - all factors point to an cooperative people with no sense of "leadership" or "masters" - a society that looked after it's own across the board - because society depended on all the people - there was no "class" divisions to speak off and yet fantastic engineering projects resulted  - not least a series of water supplying wells and watering of plants for food in a climate with little natural water supply - the dam upon the nearby river was also constructed to capture the overflow - and reservoirs were built in a tie
red system of overflows which filled each in sequence as the first became full to its limit - rainwater was distinguished from river water - perhaps giving two levels of cleanliness - one for washing and flushing and the other for drinking - all done without seemingly a king or politicians - as Douglas Adams had it - and as I have it - and as Billy Connolly said we are stuck with a useless 3rd of the population who make everybody else's life more difficult than it need be - looking at my bank statement - I find that there about 6 million ways for the bank to make money out of me if I am overdrawn - and yet if I am in credit I get more money from them- when in fact it is those who don't have it that need it and those that have it that don't - they are robbing the poor to feed the rich - and yet "poverty is necessary" - what rubbish - the banks charge interest for using an ATM,for moving money from one place to another,for not having it - for having too much,for not using it enough,etc etc - they make money off money - and all money is - is an abstract IOU note!
What is being spoken of here is the "hierarchy of needs" those things which need fulfilling before one can have leisure - and yet the Indus people fulfilled this going off the artefacts found at the derelict sites,without the kind of fiasco of a society that we have - there was a lesson in these "duplicate Alexandrias" - of how to live as a commune of people who all worked in each others favour -like a hive - even so - one wonders how "individuals" faired.
Maslow and the hierarchy of needs is currently being pilloried by my sister who is working on "Walker's web of wills" for which she uses a 6-space web rather than a linear hierarchy - this would be a non-linear system - further an N-space system would more accurately reflect the real situation - some people forego there needs for other reasons - such as Ghandi's protest by not eating - the situation is more complex that "people have to eat".see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/alexand.html - LB]  


Bernard Williams :  Sure,sure.

John Keen : The other point about slavery is of course that there is an ethnocentrism to the Greek conception of slavery,namely,the distinction between freedom and slavery is the distinction between us,we Greeks who are fee,and those,to the east,the Persians who are barbarians.


[ And here we go again <yawn> Pink Floyd "Us & Them" - I've been here before - 
"Can't find my way out of this phase
I'm looking for clues
I'm wanting a change in the rules
I'm locked in a cage" - def Leppard
-LB]
Melvyn Bragg : Can I just try to see what the Christian [NO! -LB] tradition..is it possible to bring together Augustine [Ref: belief3: august.htm] and Aquinas? I know it's terrible but still. The Augustine idea,well from the book of common prayer, service is perfect freedom.

[I was only recently discussing this - I think it' very damaging to the individual to think that way - it certainly does not create a free mind - LB]

What did Christians bring to the idea of freedom? [That one should stop thinking,give up and accept everything it due to God,and the only way to be free is to leave it all up to him! -LB]

Annabel Brett :  What we've been looking at with classical freedom is this idea of autonomy or self governance,it's reason,that gives you the ability to command yourself. Now Augustine is going to combat that from the root up,that's pride - to think that we can govern our own actions morally,through our own human capacities alone,through reason.
For Augustine,everyone,good men and bad men - and women - because we're now in the Christian tradition -
[I see so women weren't ever bad before that then - and now they are suddenly deemed sinful and therefore as unable as men to govern themselves! -LB]

are dominated - and the question is - who are you dominated by?

[Ref: "Sex and Relationships" M Wilcockson ]

Are you dominated by your lusts and your appetite,and that's a classical idea which is "sin",so that's that classical idea of unfreedom as slavery to the passions,translated into a Christian context.

[ It's also Freud's ID monster - and this was a subject today also - does the higher mind have the capacity to control the primal urges - and are the "masters" those who can control their appetites - we're almost in Mein Kampf territory - indeed Harrison Bergeron is pretty much in the realm of "merciful dictator" or rather a templar-esque behind the scenes manipulation by the great and the good,acknowledging the superiority of the "elite" and the severe lackings of the rest of society.see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/freud.html - LB]

But to escape from that,you don't escape by sort of overcoming your passions with your reason,you accept submission to God, you accept God as your master.The person who is dominant over you.


[Exactly and it is why religious mind memes are very dangerous and are used as thought control,("We don't need no education,we don't need no thought control"-Pink Floyd) - In lieu of being governed by men with principles - subordination happens to an idea - a notion - a belief - that is present in the culture without proof of it's basis or indication of its value in practice - those subject to it - do not need to trouble themselves personally with all the troubles and dilemmas brought about by thinking in an attempt to resolve this dilemma - they have an instant solution - stop worrying and let God figure it out - the only problem is - there is no god (Nietzsche:" God is dead" see iotm64.rtf)  - and one is merely subordinating to an authority made by man to bring about the very thing which happens to those who subordinate to it - stop people questioning authority and accept it without question - this is the antithesis of the radical superior cynic - who like Harrison Bergeron - sees what is happening - sees through the manipulation and wishes to truly set people free - "If I had a magic wand - I'd set everybody free" N.Peart RUSH- if it was as simple as "Give yourself up to God and it will all be resolved" don't people think people such as myself would do so and free themselves of the burden of TRYING to set people free - it's NOT that simple - it's very much more complicated - belief systems are "closed systems of thought" and presume their beliefs are true and require contra-indication (disproof) before letting go of something that they have "no reason not to" believe - rather than positive reasons TO believe. It is a mind meme that has got into the mind by default as a seemingly deceptively simple solution to the above - when in fact it is NO solution whatever - but a mirage created by subtle dexterity of those wishing to control and subdue the masses into acting like sheep and not criticising the established authority or tradition and accepting "what is written" and "slavishly" following the law - it is as it were "Pink Floyd's sausage machine" from The Wall - processing their brain into subordination and accepting authority  - LB]

And through being dominated by God,through service to God,therefore you achieve freedom. So the whole ancient ideal of autonomy,freedom,reason,that kind of clump of ideas,is radically criticised by Augustine..it's ..we have to turn to God,we have to humble ourselves and accept the domination of God over ourselves,in order...in ourselves to dominate over our passions.

[So in essence giving oneself up to God is subduing one's passions - not letting anger out - projecting it onto someone else - arranging to deny what one is as a human being - driven by passions that attempt to take us over - and and ID monster striving to make us do - what our higher functions perhaps would not have us do - because of morality - a morality inflicted from God is a subdued passionless one,accepting of control and authority - not even one's OWN control and authority - it denies the human self any status at all as a being capable of dealing with itself - LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Bernard Williams,did Aquinas take that idea and try..he did take that idea and try to splice it with the Aristotelian idea...

Bernard Williams : Yes he did.

Melvyn Bragg : ...and tried to hold onto the idea still of freewill,to get back onto the freewill. Can you explain -is it possible to briefly explain - how he did that?

Bernard Williams :  Well I think..I mean there are two different distinctions here -two different points - one is about the goodness of God,namely that God obviously wishes the best for humanity....

[If he did - he'd let them free of mind memes which subdue the capacity for free self validation and self determination and not ask for allegiance and subservience which is only psychologically damaging. In other words if he was a good God - he'd choose no to exist so as to leave human beings without the stupid notion of God that causes so much misery.Paradoxically he fulfilled that request  -but still people think he exists,and thus get damaged by the belief - LB]

Bernard Williams : ..and there question then is "What political order,best will express god's goodwill"? What form of submission is appropriate to people? Then..but there's another question that arises from the power of God,and Augustine was enormously impressed as Calvin was,to be later,which was one of his inheritors,by the power of God. So it has to be the case for instance,that the salvation of human beings is already decided by God.
There's no question of going to God and saying,demanding salvation,you can't produce as it were,a set of Green Shield Stamps and say you know "I've done all these good things,so you must save me" - God has absolute power over you,that means that there has to be a theory of freewill in terms of what it is to choose,which is compatible with God's power and foreknowledge,and that's very nasty problem in Christian theology.
Augustine enormously emphasised God's power and foreknowledge,Thomas allowed - the details obviously very complicated - but allowed more like an every day or common sense conception of what it was to choose.

[But Quantum Physics applies to the ability to choose - and what freewill is - as detailed by Paul Davies at freeuni.html,that conception is COUNTER INTUITIVE and many people do not understand it because it is "spoken in tongues" and thus make claims for what God can and can't do - without understanding how he is restrained by FACTS about the real world. Common sense is not a good guide in the quantum realm. see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/whatdoes.html - LB]

But again,I absolutely agree that...I mean the notion that we are supposed to be master over our passions,and that we shall be helped by God in doing this,this would be common to both Christian conceptions.

Melvyn Bragg :  Your..sorry..John Keen,d'you think the Christian - the introduction of the ideas through Augustine and Aquinas,d'you think they added to ..there was an accretion in as it were the force of freedom,by those developments? They've been talked of as the first sort of inner freedom.

John Keen : It no doubt did ,partly by introducing the possibility of the universality of freedom,but also one can see this in the early Protestant rebels,John Milton for example,one sees a twist that's given to this theological conception of freedom,namely that God has given most,not  Catholics (Bernard laughs),not non-English,but as given most reason [Rather selective this God to only have given reason to English Protestants -LB],and that reason can be abused as Adam did when he sinned,but that reason gives us conscience,it gives us the possibility of responsibility in the world [It also weights Atlas down with the weight of the world until he shrugs - LB],and Milton as is well-known gives this a republican twist. So within that Christian framework there is a rebirth during the 16th,end of the 15th,and early 16th centuries there is a rebirth of a republican conception of liberty,and here the idea is that monarchy is everything,which is antithetical to freedom and so topping the monarch seems to be a God given obligation.

Melvyn Bragg :  You have the idea,you fill up the notion around the word "dominion" ,Annabel Brett,can you give us some idea of what you mean by that?

Annabel Brett : Yes,I mean if we're talking about freewill and Aquinas,not just Aquinas in 13th century Christian thought - generally, the internal capacities of reason and will were seen as free faculties,free capacities,in the sense that they weren't determined by their object,so that will doesn't have to choose or to will any one thing,it is free to choose one or another.

[That basic commodity - at it's core comes from the physical principle of uncertainty and probability latent in the constituents of the universe - as the current model  has it - and so if we have freewill - then the reason we have freewill is because the universe is uncertain and probabilistic - and if so then that is the nature of the universe - God DOES play dice - things ARE left to chance - and thus it is absurd to say that there is a guiding hand - nature has principles by which it works - organised systems happen in the world against entropy and build themselves against the background of randomness and decay,by use of probability and self organising systems - they can do this because of the qualification "closed system" - which in this case is a physical closed system - not one of thought - nevertheless the belief system which posits a creator - has one of its beliefs at odds with itself - it posits design and order via God but maintains freewill and choice - the fact that there IS freewill is a consequence of there being NO REASON for God in the universe - you can't have it both ways - it's logically mutually exclusive - and as John Keen just pointed out - the idea of reason via God is a belief of a closed system of thought that itself discerns who and who has not been given it - these are men's choices - and men's alone - they have constructed a myth to believe and live by it - and it damages them and their minds and their world  setting man against man - the reasonable against the supposedly unreasonable - it is the notion of God that is the source of misery in the world - God therefore has not got man's best interests at heart - and since it is presumed that he has - logically he cannot exist - and as Douglas Adams said in "Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy "-"God disappears in a puff of logic"
http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/entropy.html  & members.aol.com/Heraklit1/design.htm - LB]

And this freedom,they understood as a kind of dominion,it has dominion over its own action. So we are seen as having dominion over our own actions,that is what freedom is,that is what liberty is,and it's a sort of translation from a very internal notion of freedom of having these free capacities to the freedom of the human being.

[At it's core though - one must understand non-linear feedback systems such as neural nets and the sub-atomic physics of the brain and it's environment in order to discern from whence that  free capacity comes - indeed there is one interpretation of quantum physics which has us moving through a static N-space  - and in some sense the future WOULD be fixed and our freedom would be an illusion - John Gribbin explains in "Schrodingers Cat" - LB]

But I think what's interesting about this idea that we have self dominion- dominion over ourselves - this is very much  following on from an idea in Genesis. In Genesis said  "Let us make man in our image and after our own likeness and let him have dominion over the fish of the sea and the bird of the air" etc etc

[What's interesting to me is the notion speaks of "self government" in the self - ie having ones own mind - but when extended politically and socially one subordinates to negate self government and is required to give ones mind up to God and let him govern - again it's a contradiction - if we have a free mind and freewill - then we must also have the capacity to self govern - there's no reason to subordinate to anything - LB]

Now,for a 13th century scholastic,being in the image of God,because God has dominion,he is Lord,we ourselves are Lords,we have dominion primarily over ourselves,but that dominion over ourselves which is liberty,is what enables us to have dominion over the rest of the world.

[Far be it from me to point this out - but we do not fly or swim very well - and dominion of those domains is maintained by creatures much better able to function there - as Charlotte Uhlenbroek (http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/cousin.html) shows in her series "Talking with Animals" the abilities of creatures in some ways far outstrips our own in their own domains  -and it is this arrogant Xtian thought that man is superior that has pervaded our culture as the ignorant meme that it is that leads to maltreatment and disrespect for creatures. Young kids who stamp on ants - say "It's only an ant" - because they have been taught that they have dominion over other creatures - we are caretakers if anything - wardens -not overlords - Freeman Lowell in "Silent Running" was well named - he WAS free - but he also murdered human beings - WHY? So that his protege - a machine - could become the CARETAKER of what was left of planet earth and its creatures - it was this same meme which pompously asserts that man has a soul (see iotm90.rtf) and animals do not - another ignorant mind meme- nevertheless even Aquinas believed they had souls (see http://www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/beasts.html) - bizarrely - the Xtian view subjugates mans own mind to God and subjugates animals minds to man - it's all a great bit power and control trip - about who is in charge of who - when in reality a individual is in charge of itself - the ideas presented are contradictory - on the one hand man is in charge on the other he is not in charge but subordinate - no wonder Xtians end up like HAL9000 in 2001(http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/behind3.html) - unable to string thoughts together without becoming crazed and confused - they have been lied to (like HAL) from square one,and then have to try and make sense of the world in terms of "God exists" - this is a false assertion - and so everything based upon it is faulty and contradictory.Moreover its an assumption - not a proved fact - a belief requiring disproof - an inverted system of accommodated notion.Man's inhumanity to man stems from his inhumanity to creatures stems from Xtian myths - LB]

And it's what means that the rest of the world can never have dominion over us,so that that  fish can never have dominion over me,nor can a lion. There's something about humanity,about freedom about liberty which naturally gives us dominion over the rest of the world.

[There is the misuse of the word "natural" again - just because we may have capacities that MAN values does not mean those are the most valuable - and as evolved creatures we are just in the same position as any other creature trying to survive in it's niche - evolution rather than giving a dog eat dog -view,teachers one to respect fellow creatures as being much like oneself and not think that we are special or important or naturally superior - my own conscientious objections to meat eating are a direct result of having this view(Freeman Lowell did the same thing - his friends were machines too)- one might argue that a lion hasn't the capacity to choose to be vegetarian - but that case must be argued along the lines of brain development - not as us naturally having something a lion doesn't which enables us to be pompous about our own abilities. An Xtian view enhances a smug self pride in mankind which ultimately makes him destructive - because he has no respect for what he as dominion over- assuming he does.He pats himself on the head and says "I'm one step beneath God" - "I'm better than the rest" this leas to a self importance and arrogance that puts down not only animals but other people - LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  And if you can prove that certain sections of the human and the global community are nearer fish or nearer lions,than nearer human beings,you can have dominion over them.
 [Exactly,it's a means to authoritarian control of people as subordinates of other people - elitism - Not something I would have thought God would have had in our best interests,thus it is a fabrication of man's mind - LB]

There was a dispute as to whether the native American indians were human or not.

Annabel Brett :  Absolutely, what were these things running around in the woods,were they Cicero's wild men? Or perhaps Aristotle's natural slaves,I mean had we now found Aristotle's natural slaves [Don't forget African Negroes - what we're talking about is one culture/tradition/ideology/belief system -  judging another one and finding it lesser than itself -LB]. These sort of human looking but non-rational creature,who could therefore be hunted and enslaved and expropriated,because they didn't really have anything of their own,they were not self owners,they did not have mastery over themselves.

Melvyn Bragg :   So butchery had a philosophy,as it were..

Annabel Brett :  Oh absolutely...

Melvyn Bragg :    In America and Australia.

Annabel Brett :  Very much so.

 [And guess who had fostered that notion of us being superior - the Xtian tradition! The most immoral and injudicious acts have been done "in the name of God" - if people really had a mastery of themselves then they would be able to see a mind meme for what it is - using the above Xtian led ideas - people such as Rick Dawkins and myself should be able to butcher the religious because in our view they don't "have mastery of themselves"  -but because I do - I can discern for myself using my own conscience - what I think is wrong in doing so,my actions are controlled by me - not an outside agency or authority - I have mastery of myself - LB]

And what's interesting is that some of the humanists in the 16th century,used Aristotle's text directly to say "Aha this is what we've got",what's very interesting I think is that the followers of Aquinas and a group of people who are quite often forgotten in English political thought,these are the 16th century Spanish theologians,trying to theorise the Spanish encounter with the American indians said "No -these people are human beings,they are in the image of God,they have reason,and therefore they have dominion over themselves,and therefore they are capable of dominion over other things,which is property,and over other people,which is jurisdiction,and therefore we cannot just hunt them like animals".

[It's interesting to note that humans today are in much the same situation as regards animals,as we discover more about them - we find they are no things to have dominion over or kill - and should be respected as we would another human being.Ironically the American indians ALREADY had this idea about the Bison of the plains that they hunted - and the notion of a "spirit" of the creature would be paid homage to - in our culture we would just kill and think nothing of it - the indians revered there food as a "brother" - and recognised that an animal had "soul" as it were - so who had the greater ideology,the plains indians or those coming from without - with God?
Only now are we beginning (via science) to have a moral stance towards creatures that was already in the Indian culture -one wonders sometimes just who is civilised - as is shown in the Dustin Hoffman film "Little Big Man" - the "human beings" were the men with red skin - the humanists - were the indians - the point being that no one has the right to make claims of "dominion over" anything - the ownership of land and property also seems to be a plague that dominates Western "civilisation" more than it does elsewhere - so much so that now we live in a "spiritual vacuum" - and people look for something other than consumerism.

"For all that people pursue material acquisitions - they will tell you money can't buy happiness.  They just haven't thought about how you do achieve happiness." 

"Money can't buy me love" - Lennon & McCartney
The problem is - any spirituality that comes along then looks like something people want - and if it's easy to understand and offers instant easy solutions without thinking - then it will be swallowed whole - by credulity cows,rather than them really thinking about their vacuum as a culture and seeing from whence it stems - looking at ones own history in Western civilisation and putting back what SHOULD be there rather than borrowing from the East,or other places (see http://www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/analysis.html - doc 14 "West is best?") - what we should NOT do is simple mindedly believe we have "lost God" -and go looking for him an fling our arms around the prodigal son - God is dead - Le Roi et Mort,vive le Roi - we need a new king - man in charge of himself,knowing himself,loving himself - as a being - without narcissism and without ego flattering,knowing his place in the universe,but not being over awed by it and not being belittled by it - we are not "merely scum on one planet out of millions" - we are "observer participants who need to be here" and what is missing is the capacity to respect and revere man for who he is - as Ayn Rand said - the notions should be redirected to their proper place - mankind - not to superstitious none existent beings - but we shouldn't be self superior about it  - we're smart apes - and apes aren't so dumb either (see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/chimp.html) - LB]

If we're going to declare war on them,we must have a just cause.

[Oh fighting the just war - now let me see where did I see that one recently! I think Mel's covered that too -LB]]

Melvyn Bragg :   Can I just shift forward Bernard Williams,and ask you ,you've argued that the theory of toleration was born in the 17th century,among others,and this is moving the idea forwards - is maybe the wrong idea - but it's amplifying the idea. Can you give us some idea of that?

Bernard Williams : Well I think it picks up very much from John Keen mentioned earlier about the remarks in Milton,and the Aria Progitica(??) about the freedom of speech [I'm more worried about it's intelligibility than it's freedom at the moment -LB],this is in a certain way, a new idea, a modern idea. Now I think in the 17th century you begin to see - and perhaps it was earlier than that - but notably in the 17th century - you begin to see the emergence of the idea that if people...the truth will be discovered by allowing people to speak freely,and the ...certainly Locke,strongly felt that the right way to discover the truth about most matters,was to allow at least a considerable degree of freedom of discussion,and also what is very closely allied to that toleration of different kinds of belief.

[Ref Belief1: AOL-QA1

"Question: Can you explain fundamental tenets of rationalism: the role of non-contradiction, a priori and a posteriori and primary vs. secondary qualities of objects? 
Particular writers sometimes use philosophical terms with special meanings. The law of non-contradiction is discussed in: Concise Encyclopedia of Western Philosophy and Philosophers (edited by J.O. Urmson) NY: Hawthorn Press Dictionary of Philosophy (ed. by Dagobert D. Runes) NY: Philosophical Library Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics (ed. James Hastings) NY: Scribners 
A posteriori knowledge refers to knowledge that is stated in empirically verifiable propositions. A posteriori reasoning (in contrast with a priori reasoning) is inductive. A priori refers to knowledge that is self-evident or to principles recognized to be true apart from observation or experience, in contrast with a posteriori. 
Primary qualities: Are the qualities that are said to inhere in material substance and that do not depend on a knower (e.g., form, extension, solidity, motion, and number). John Locke[Ref: R.Pirsig "Lila" p127;Green File: Inourtmr.wri; Audio: "Do Elephants Weep?"3;Green File:Inoutmp1.wri] was detailed in distinguishing between primary and secondary qualities.
Secondary qualities: The sense qualities (color, sound, taste, odor) that Locke (and others) claimed were determined by the mind and not by the external world. Rationalism is the view that the mind has the power to know some truths that are logically prior to experience and yet not analytic.
(end of text 1)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Rationalism is the philosophical view that regards reason as the chief source and test of knowledge. Rationalism holds that reality itself is inherently logical -- that there are truths that the intellect can grasp directly. 
The principles of mathematics and logic, and even of ethics and metaphysics, are viewed by the rationalist as so fundamental that to deny them is to fall into contradiction. Rationalism relies on reason and proof as the ultimate ways of knowing. Rationalism is the opposite of Empiricism, which holds that all knowledge comes from, and must be tested by, sense experience. Rationalism, on the other hand, holds reason to be a faculty that can lay hold of truths beyond the reach of sense perception. Rationalism also has been the rival of philosophical systems that claim esoteric knowledge, and other irrationalisms that stress the biological, the emotional or volitional, the unconscious, or the existential at the expense of the rational. 
Common to all Rationalism is the belief that the world is a rationally ordered whole, the parts of which are linked by logical necessity and the structure of, which is therefore intelligible. At the lowest level, Rationalists all believe that the law of contradiction "A and not-A cannot coexist" [Ref J.A.Paulos "Innumeracy"]holds for the real world, which means that every truth is consistent with every other; at the highest level, they have held that all facts are so bound up with each other that none could be different without all being different. Therefore, that which is true never contradicts anything else that is true. That is the principle of non-contradiction. 

[Compare with Schrodingers cat - alive and dead - in a "superposition of states" and compare QP and the breakdown of cause and effect -LB]

Rationalism's claims are clearest in the area of epistemology, or the theory of knowledge. It holds that some of man's knowledge is gained through a priori, or rational, insight as distinct from sense experience, which too often provides a confused and merely tentative approach. Empirical knowledge is inductive or a posteriori, derived by or designating the process of reasoning from facts or particulars to general principles or from effects to causes.
Prepared by AACArchives, AAC Staff
(end of text 2)
Use of this material is protected under America Online and other copyright.
Any use of this material must cite AOL's Academic Assistance Center and the author as a source.
(Edited by AACDrFrank)
(06/98) 
Question: What is truth? Is truth relative or is it absolute? 
I am not a philosopher except that everybody waxes philosophical after they get a few decades under their belt.
Absolute truth generally means the Truth, (actuality, reality, God) and should come with a capital T. The truth is out there, objectively, and we may or may not know it because of our sensory and intellectual limitations. People have gone to great lengths to discover the Truth in order to become enlightened. Many religions profess to have the Truth, which is not fully comprehensible to humankind and, therefore, requires a leap of faith. Interestingly, all scientific theory also requires a leap a faith. Every time science discovers a more plausible truth, it carries with it more unanswered questions. 
Examples: God created the universe and humans in His own image. Alternatively, God created humans in Her own Image. On the other hand, humans evolved from single-cell creatures. Life spontaneously came into being from the primordial soup. There is no Life without God. E=MC2 The Big Bang Theory. Shifting plates caused the continents and mountain ranges to form. On the seventh day God rested. Love God with all your being, and love your neighbor as yourself. Man dies and keeps coming back (reincarnation) until he gets it right (perfect harmony with nature). The Ten Commandments. All living creatures die. The smallest particle is the (whatever they discover next). 
Relative truth, (think of it like with a lower-case 't'), generally means that the actuality, or reality, or "fact" of any object or situation is a moving, changing, subjective target, depending on many factors. One might conclude there is no truth, or there is no reality. There are only perceptions, situations, viewpoints, and/or working definitions. 
Example: You are a passenger in an airplane flying with a tail wind across the revolving earth, which is speeding around the sun, which is careening through the solar system. You walk back from the lavatory, sit down in your seat, and look out the window down at the earth. Are you "moving?" How "fast" are you "moving?" What "direction" are you "moving?" Now look out the window up at the stars. Same questions. Now look at the seat in front of you. Same questions. Using the "plane phone", you call your friend as you fly over his house in Peoria and ask him to look up. He spots your airplane in the sky. Ask him the same questions about you. Now, which of the answers is reality, actuality, the Truth? 
If you want to enter the great philosophical debate, study some good, "plain talk" explanations of Plato and Aristotle on truth. (I lean toward Aristotle.) They spent a lifetime thinking about the nature of things. However, while you are forming your approach to truth, I hope you do not fall into the cynical, self-indulging hole of relativism as it pertains to human behavior. 
The current deconstructive argument in vogue is that all "truth" is relative. All human inquiry is flawed. Science does not provide us with the truth, simply more plausible explanations, which are nevertheless also flawed. We cannot escape our sensory limitations. Truth depends on where you are standing in the universe, which way you happen to be facing and what time it is. 
There are useful "truths" in deconstructionism. It helps us keep questioning and striving to look outside the box. However, some people leap to the premise that if all truth is relative, then all human behavior is also relative. Who can say what is good, bad, moral, immoral, right or wrong? It is all personal and situational. As an operating philosophy, this perversion of "relative truth" is flawed and destructive in my opinion. [Ref:R.Pirsig "Lila"]
When I put a piece of bread in the toaster this morning, I assumed it would make toast. It did. Now, I also assume that the current scientific "truths" which enabled manufacture of my toaster may be proven mere "shadows on the cave wall" [Ref:R.Penrose "Shadows of the Mind" {Prologue}]by future physical theorists. Perhaps in the future they will even discover a better way to make toast. However, this morning I needed toast, and acting on reasonable assumptions, I put bread in my toaster and got toast. 
Fundamental "truths" or principles seem to help humans live useful and fulfilling lives. If each of us had to learn these principles by trial and error, there would be few survivors. Life is a hard teacher and we are a fragile species. 
Fortunately, humans have the unique ability to share experiences and learn from the experiences and wisdom of others. (You are doing this when you learn in class, read the newspaper, watch the news.) We each do not have to jump off the Golden Gate Bridge to learn the relative "truth" that we probably would not survive the experience. Others (more than 900) have done that and provided us with empirical data. They died. [And I don't have to go to Mars in order to know that the monkey face upon it is just a mountain-LB]
As you seek your own truth, I suggest that you not simply drift in a sea of relativity, but rather, set course and sail according to a compass set of principles and "truths" you can hold today. Always look for a better compass, but do not casually toss overboard the old one if it has served you, and many others, well. If a new compass is offered, scrutinize it carefully, compare it against the old one, and if it seems to work better for you, use it. Always use a compass, a framework, and a set of principles and truths to navigate life. It seems to work better than drifting aimlessly or turning with every new breeze and current. 

[Contrary to some opinions I am not "drifting" - I just have a a road map of Jupiter a radar fix on the stars - I'm looking for who has the liquid crystal compass and the picture book of the rivers (RUSH Dreamline http://members.aol/templarseries/rush/album19.html ; http://www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/lcd.html)

Did I have a dream? 
Or did the dream have me?

Set off on a night-sea journey
Without memory or desire
Drifting through lost latitudes
With no compass and no chart  (RUSH Nocturne http://members.aol/templarseries/rush/album20.html)

The following is one dull-witted, middle-aged person's "working definition" of truth. It assumes that truth (the comprehension of actuality) would be absolute if we had the capability to know everything in the universe. But we are not "all knowing." There are always factors acting on an object or a situation, many of which we are incapable of sensing, or our intellect is incapable of explaining accurately. Therefore, we should act according to our best, current estimation of the truth of an object or situation. It is a way of operating: [This is science-LB]
Truth is a goal--a quest. 
1. Assume truth is absolute. (That is, something objective is really happening.) 
2. Assume we may not know it. (Because of sensory and intellectual shortfalls) 
3. Therefore, make reasonable assumptions about "truth" and act on them, but question and seek further information.
The following website provides a discussion on the concept of truth (the comprehension of reality or actuality): 
The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy
http://www.utm.edu/research/iep
For information about how to use hyperlinks and for citation information, select "Search Help & Tips" form the Knowledge Database main menu.
Prepared by AACMrMikeL, AAC Staff 
Use of this material is protected under America Online and other copyright. 
Any use of this material must cite AOL's Academic Assistance Center and the author as a source. 
(Edited by AACMsBabs) -LB]


Melvyn Bragg :  Can we take that on John Keen? You've mentioned Milton,but we can also bring in Hobbes here [See http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/langton.html (mimic.mp3);mathex4.html

"Now,assuming that we have read Euclid up to Proposition 47,and assuming we are intellectually able to get through his material,what are we to make of it all? Perhaps the most beautiful recorded reaction is that ascribed to Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) [Ref : Analysis10; Langton {Mimic.wav}] by John Aubrey in his "Brief Lives": 
He was 40 yeares old before he looked on Geometry;which happened accidentally.Being in a Gentleman's Library, Euclid's Elements lay open,and 'twas the 47 El.libri 1.He read the Proposition.By G__,sayd he (he would now and then sweare and emphatical Oath by way of emphasis) this is impossible! So he reads the Demonstration of it,which referred him back to such a Proposition;which proposition he read.That referred him back to another,which he also read.Et sic dienceps [and so on] that at last he was demonstrably convinced of that trueth. That made him in love with Geometry. ";
analysis10.html & wanna.html

"Cooperation therefore becomes far more probable. The 'outside' authority in this case fulfils a role closely analogous to that of the Hobbesian sovereign, or, for example, an organized crime syndicate in the original example. The syndicate, by arranging concrete overcoats for those who break deals made with its members, would make these deals much more binding and, therefore, much more likely to materialize. If the players are forced into this situation, they may derive some benefits from it, but we have just seen that they would never voluntarily submit themselves to such a system. The power vested in the outside authority could be used to exploit them, unless that authority is assumed to be entirely benevolent.
If the Prisoners' Dilemma is repeated over and over again by the same players, and if, at any point in the sequence, all previous moves are known to each player, then they are playing what is known as a supergame. Taylor shows that Prisoners' Dilemma supergames can, in certain circumstances, result in mutually cooperative outcomes without recourse to an outside agency which enforces agreements. " -LB]

and we have the idea of toleration and the development of the ground,as I see it,the enlarging of the ideas of freedom with Locke,we have Hobbes going back to "You must serve,there must be an absolute monarch,any deviation from that is bad,life is mean nasty brutish and short [Quoted in the film "Mimic"-LB] and so on.

John Keen : Yes I think Bernard has put his finger on a development at this time,one can talk about the modernisation of freedom,the emergence of a complex idea of freedom,which is I think,largely absent in the ancient world,namely that there are multiple freedoms,there is a problem, a jurisdictional problem of their peaceful harmonisation. How is it possible for people with different conceptions of the liberty to live side by side without civil war,this is Hobbes's starting point,and his solution,disgusting to many lovers of freedom at the time,is that something like a mortal God -the Leviathan,should crack the whip and bring them all to order.

[Atlas shrugs - LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  The biblical monster - the king of all the children of pride,yes.

[Pride - in the name of love - U2 - LB]

John Keen : Yes,under whose omnipotence,there are still measures of freedom possible.

[This is explored in Kurt Vonnegut's "Harrison Bergeron" - LB]

But these basic political freedoms,cherished the Greeks,the democrats and others that one could govern oneself,in  and through law,through annual parliaments,through fixed electoral districts,through freedom of speech,this of course Hobbes wants to eliminate.

Bernard Williams : Well there's quite and important point about Hobbes,namely he didn't think that ....he  there was necessarily a sovereign,if you had a state, a society or a state,he didn't think it had to be a monarch,he actually thought the best form of sovereignty was actually monarchy,because it was the only one that'd do the job best,but you see Hobbes was fundamentally right in principle,he had a very special empirical belief about what the world was like, he was right in principle,he thought the fundamental aim of the state was security,the aim was to bring it  about that people would not kill each other.,fundamentally.

[This assumes that people are basically sinful and lustful and would necessarily revert to Lord of the Flies without laws - which - judging by recent "Big brother" style programmes I think is probably true - however it displays a complete lack of faith in the human capacity to rise above - and perhaps is going off "original sin" as a basis for what human beings are like -for myself - I think the undercurrent of the human being is the primitive ID as displayed in "Forbidden Planet" and it is THAT which would require control to stop people killing,nevertheless as I said of the Indus people above - they seemed to have a society without an omnipotent monarch and still survived and flourished - so we need not fall into simple ideas of needing a hierarchy.
(see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/freud.html  & iotm76.rtf & iotm78.rtf - evolutionary psychology and neural darwinism)- LB]

He thought that was the overwhelming aim of the exercise. Now he also believed that there were many forces - and you can give an entirely modern analysis of what he believed - he thought there were many forces that tended to lead people to kill each other
[Ref. M.Laver "The politics of private desire".see wanna.html "Many people will kill you for some fanatical cause" - RUSH "Lock and key"http://members.aol.com/templarseries/rush/album14.html  - LB]

He thought that was fundamental feature of human nature under uncertainty.

[That's why the paradigm of qphysics that affects other areas of thought from "Heisenberg's uncertainty principle" receives such a frosty reception - no one likes the idea of uncertainty - they want certainty - which is why closed systems of belief look so appealing - LB]

And he thought that the overwhelming purpose of the state was to generate enough certainty to bring it about that people could actually cooperate.That was his....he was right,that's dead right,that's what the state is for,in good part.

[That's why radical progressive are against the state  - conformity is a straight jacket that stops uncertainty - the dynamic which generates creativity from being unleashed - society stagnates and contemplates its own navel - which is why we have "Wudja? Cudja?" and "Big Brother" on TV - the masses have become Vonnegut's 60s B movie watchers - strapped in and turned off - because they are spoon fed certainty and are like comatose lobotomised morons - meanwhile Harrison Bergeron is told he is a thorn in the side of society and would he please shut up now and stop rocking the boat as it annoys everyone else - the Leviathan is happy to let people contemplate their navel or to be consumed by simple belief systems - it's much easier for it to control - what you don't want is a bunch of free radicals at large oxidising the body of society and making it grow old quicker - what they don't realise is that the propensity of the society to stay alive is maintained by those who do create and thrive on uncertainty - society is strangling itself to death - your average Harrison meanwhile goes quietly bonkers and ends up like Herbert Lom in the "Pink Panther" -ready to kill for some fanatical cause -in Harrison's actual case - he killed himself (sorry if I spoilt the story for you) or as in Terry Gilliam's "Brazil" - the "radical" is rendered comatose by the state and deluded into thinking he has achieved what he wanted to achieve.(see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/nerd.html & melissa.html)

Maintenance of Stance
Act I
"Stop progression and let's stagnate"
Said the superficial drone 
"There's no point in understanding.
There's no need to atone."

"What does it matter
If  everything congeals?
Let's sublimate everyone
Who simply thinks and feels."

The answer was resounding.
"We think you speak quite true.
We accept your inspiration,
We acknowledge your new view."

"We can all be individual"
said superficial one.
"Agreed",said all,in response
(Not noticing the con)

"We'll all be free to do as we please,
No need to interact,
No need to share or communicate
We can be at ease in our new pact."

The crowd was pleased with speech of drone
A way of helping all;
"We can all exist without each other"
They rallied to his call

"No need to fuss,no need to bother,
We need not be intense
No need to challenge one and all
We'll stay sitting on the fence."

"We need not have opinions,
We can all be quite the same
We can all be faceless mannequins,
If everyone plays my game."

"Thinking is quite tedious,
It's really quite a bore
So what if we don't know about
What the future's got in store?"

"All will be calm,all will be quiet,
We'll all have peace at last
Everyone who asks a question
Will become a social outcast."

He chanted on proclaiming
A vision of  for the masses
While all looked on and listened
And continued in their stasis

"We can carry on alone," said he
"Not understanding one another,
How great it will be in times ahead
To never know your brother."

"To not relate,not comprehend,
Not understand one thing
Just think of what divine bliss
This new found vision could bring."

Act II

And so it was created
A world that stayed the same
And nobody thought to question it
And no one took the blame

Everyone loved their digress
They blessed their sinking ship
How did they survive before
They began their downward slip?

What had they gained by arguing
And challenging convention?
Why undermine the status quo
And create some new invention?

Why intimidate authority?
When it's easier to acquiesce
Why carry on soul searching?
I don't know,I confess

But every time I hear the drone
I always look askance
And I know that I would rather die
Than have maintenance of stance.

"The communist bloc did lock dissenters up in mental asylums"(rseau1.htm: "Rousseau and the common Good") -LB]

He had an empirical belief however,that the best way of doing that,was by having extremely authoritarian institutions [So did Hitler -LB].
He didn't think,as a matter of fact,that you could bring about the required degree of security to achieve cooperation,except by a pretty terrific form of state power. Now I think we've happened to discover that if the wind's blowing in the right direction and things are fairly favourable,that doesn't have to be so.

 Melvyn Bragg :  There was a big twist,sorry John Keen,can I just take it on a bit,there was a big twist in the French revolution 
[see http://members.aol.com/templarseries/me.html and "A Matter of Life and Death"-LB]
which was greatly as everybody knows to do with liberty and the development of liberty , when terror was used to pursue or some people would say to persecute,liberty.That had an explosive effect,as explosive effect as liberty itself,didn't it?

John Keen : It did,Madame Rolanse,last words,uttered before being topped something like "Oh liberty,what crimes have been committed in thy name",summarises I think well one of these modern trends. So here we have some paradoxes.One is that to the extent that freedom comes to be seen as a sort of individual entitlement,then it requires a mortal God, a sovereign power of the kind Hobbes recommended,but freedom also,in the name of freedom,in the name of constructing the publics which for example Rousseau [Ref: Belief 3: rseau1.htm {Rousseau and positive freedom};mill1.htm {JS Mill Liberty and Offence}]
 thought was the necessary antidote to this Hobbesian idea of a sovereign territorial state,in the struggle for republics,terrible crimes can be committed in the name of freedom.

["In a struggle to be happy and free 
Swimming in a primitive sea "-RUSH - http://members.aol.com/templarseries/rush/album17.html ]

And I think that for that..for these reasons,something new was born in the 18th century,which is of basic importance in any discussion of modern freedom,namely the idea of a civil society,as a necessary check,plurality of freedoms that are non-governmental that serve as a necessary check upon absolutist power of the kind that the French revolutionaries tried to institutionalise,and which Hobbes himself had in mind.

[That's one reason why human kind CANNOT subordinate to God - there are no plurality of checks - what if I think God is wrong and unjust - much as happens in Star Trek where they cross the great barrier to meet God - or in "The Day the Earth Stood Still" - where robots become "The Leviathan".In the end no matter what rules are put in place there will always be dissenters who have a higher aim

"A certain measure of righteousness 
A certain amount of force 
A certain degree of determination
 Daring on a different course  
A certain amount of resistance 
To the forces of life and love 
A certain measure of tolerance
A willingness to rise above" - RUSH  -"One little victory" - LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  As this is July 4th,and as America was founded on the idea of rights and so and so forth,let's spend the rest of the time talking about where freedom for rights found themselves there. Annabel Brett,the American  Republic is founded on an idea of rights,what...is there a distinction,between freedom and rights?

Annabel Brett : That's a kind of complicated question. I think that historically some theorists simply ran the two together,and Hobbes will tell you that right it liberty and opposition to the law. Some other theories do distinguish in that liberty is more a personal individual thing,it's connected with ideas of freewill,of my being able to do a theory of action,being able to do one thing rather than another,and right is the aspect of that freedom which comes into play,when there are other people around.

[You may have the liberty to smoke in a cinema - but you may not have the right to do so - you have the liberty to shout loud in a library,but you may not have the right to do so - you have the liberty to kill and mutilate and harm other creatures and people,but you may not have the right to do so - LB]

So that right,imports some kind of idea of justice which gives people their due,their right,their measure of freedom. So right is if you like,the aspect of my freedom when we are talking about a plurality of individuals who have to live together.

Melvyn Bragg : Bernard what did the American documents,those great documents at the end of the 18th century,what did they bring to the tale?

Bernard Williams : Yes I don't think it's at all... I don't think it can be right to say that rights and freedoms are necessarily the right thing. One reason for that is,it depends on what rights people are said to have,I mean under the Orsean (?) regime,the aristocracy had all sorts of rights to push the peasantry around for instance.
I think it's not rights that go with freedom but equal rights 
[See http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/world53.html & paulos2.html].

And I also think ,that is to say rights that are possessed equally by every citizen of the state,and also we always have to remember that one person's rights in limitation on somebody else's freedom.

[I hear a lot spoken of rights these days and not much about "responsibility" - it has been said ( for one by Prof Laurie Taylor) that we live in a "blame culture" - it's always someone else's fault other than our own when something goes wrong - suing and law suits are rife,rather than accept responsibility for our own actions - and accept life is risky (see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/tnbg1.html)-LB]

The aim of the American state I take it,the aim of the American Constitution was to produce the largest degree of free action,which was compatible with a rightful legislative shape to the whole thing. Now there is a problem that everybody knows about,namely that Americans are greatly devoted to worshipping this document that came from the end of the 18th century,as later amended the American Constitution,but they have,as we all know,enormous problems in interpreting it,because the founding fathers,wrote various things into this document,the meaning of which was clearly a good deal more restricted than it now has turned out to be. One of them memorably is the right to bear arms,which was probably meant with something to do with the militia,but now turns out that if you're in South Dakota you can have a hidden handgun.

["Only in America is it that people think that safety is enhanced by having an increasing number of guns" -
Greg Proops]

Now that doesn't seem to be a great help to freedom,it's a right all right,but I don't think it's a great help to anybody's freedom.

Melvyn Bragg :  Can we talk through Tom Paine,and it gladdens your heart John Keen,a European Paine, Englishman's ideas on freedom,and how he'd been seeded in the States?

John Keen : Yes,I mean the great idea,vision of Tom Paine is that of the Philadelphia model of freedom. 

["In every place with a name
They play the same territorial game
Hiding behind the lines
Sending up warning signs....
Why move around the world when Eden was so near?

Better the pride that resides
In a citizen of the world
Than the pride that divides
When a colourful flag is unfurled

" - RUSH "Territories" http://members.aol.com/templarseries/rush/album13.html 

"Jeux sans Frontiers" -Peter Gabriel - I had deja vu whilst writing this.
"Folded flags" - Roger Waters and the Bleeding Heart Band
 - LB]


A large territorial state in which there is a complex understanding of freedom. Paine is the first to use this originally Lockeian idea of a civil society for revolutionary ends. The resistance of Americans to British imperial domination [RUSH "The Trees" - LB]
is seen as the struggle of a civil society and of civil liberties against this popish despotism. And in Paine one can see the attempt to find the institutional forms for this complex understanding of freedom. I think in retrospect it was the beginning of the end of any notion of absolute freedom,that freedom has somehow guarantees,whether by God or in the universe,or linked to truth,that freedom is a contestable ideal,and that restrictions upon freedom are paradoxically a condition of freedom. This is what the Americans have taught us,they don't practice it very well all the time,but it remains and enduring experiment,I think, in the modernisation of freedom

Melvyn Bragg :   Do you agree with that Bernard? Can you give us a summary on that?

Bernard Williams : Well I think that the great French social theorist Detocville(?) went to America and wrote this book "Democracy in America" in the 19th century,he said that one of the great threads that there would be under this system,was another tyranny,not of the state,but of public opinion,but of conformity,the desire that people should stick together in their opinion,and John Stewart Mill [Ref: belief3: mill1.htm] in our own tradition made that point very central to his own theory of freedom,and that public opinion,the informal constraints of social conformity can be as threatening as power exercised by a sovereign.

[It is as it were as if the tail was wagging the dog - the arse being in control of the body -a default whim of emergence deciding what should happen - which is why the lowest common denominator rules and we end up with candy floss television - because most people's opinion is an uninformed chewing gum,ill thought out conception that merely wishes to be entertained not think (see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/soap.html) -LB]

And I think that is very central to modern conceptions of freedom,and America gives us both tremendous warnings in that direction,there's also great encouragement to some extent that it can be overcome.

Melvyn Bragg :   Well thank you all very much. Next week I'll be talking about psychoanalysis and democracy with Adam Phillips,Michael Bowie and Sally Alexander,but thanks to John Keen,thanks to Annabel Brett,thanks to Bernard Williams,thanks for listening,that's it.





